Abstract-Microblogging is a popular technology in social networking applications that lets users publish online short text messages (e.g., less than 200 characters) in real time via the web, SMS, instant messaging clients, etc. Microblogging can be an effective tool in the classroom and has lately gained notable interest from the education community. This paper proposes a novel application of text categorization for two types of microblogging questions asked in a classroom, namely relevant (i.e., questions that the teacher wants to address in the class) and irrelevant questions. Empirical results and analysis show that using personalization together with question text leads to better categorization accuracy than using question text alone. It is also beneficial to utilize the correlation between questions and available lecture materials as well as the correlation between questions asked in a lecture. Furthermore, empirical results also show that the elimination of stopwords leads to better correlation estimation between questions and leads to better categorization accuracy. On the other hand, incorporating students' votes on the questions does not improve categorization accuracy, although a similar feature has been shown to be effective in community question answering environments for assessing question quality.
INTRODUCTION
M ICROBLOGGING, a Web 2.0 technology, is a type of blogging that lets the users post short text messages (usually less than 200 characters) to their community in real time via several communication channels such as the web, mobile devices, e-mail, and instant messengers. Depending on whom a user follows (i.e., communicates with) and is followed by, a microblogging tool such as Twitter [11] , [29] can be effectively used for professional networking. Recently, microblogging tools have been used in classroom environments as a communication tool between a student and the instructor [9] , [27] as well as between students themselves [3] , [7] , [30] . Utilizing microblogging in classrooms has several advantages and disadvantages (that can be found in [9] ). An important issue with large microblogging supported classrooms is that the number of questions/ comments an instructor receives from the students can be many more than what she/he can answer in a limited time. Therefore, there exists a need to differentiate the relevant questions/messages that should be addressed by the instructor from the irrelevant messages that need not or should not be addressed.
To the best of our knowledge, there is very limited prior work on the categorization of relevant and irrelevant microblogging messages or questions in classroom environments [4] . Prior work on teacher agents includes a question ranking capability that scores each question and tries to select the best questions to respond to [24] . They utilize the question text as well as a personalized approach (i.e., questions from a student who has been asking good questions are favored) to differentiate between the relevant and irrelevant questions. Recently, Cetintas et al. also utilized the correlation between questions and available lecture materials in lectures along with personalization and question text, and showed that it further improves the categorization accuracy [4] . Other similar prior work in community question answering environments (where users post a question and have their questions answered by others) such as Yahoo! Answers [32] , WikiAnswers [31] , and Baidu Zhidao [2] utilize users' votes to determine which questions should rank high for question search [25] , [26] . Although these approaches are quite important to improve the effectiveness of the question categorization, all of those approaches do not consider 1) the correlation between questions asked in the same lecture, 2) the effect of removing stopwords or not over the classifiers' performance.
This paper proposes a text categorization approach that can automatically identify relevant and irrelevant questions asked in a lecture by utilizing multiple types of evidence including question text, personalization, correlation between questions and lecture materials, correlation between questions themselves, and finally, students' votes on questions. We show that 1) utilizing personalization along with question text is more effective than using question text alone, 2) utilizing the correlation between questions and available lecture materials improves the categorization accuracy, 3) utilizing the correlation between questions asked in a single lecture improves the categorization accuracy. It is shown that when lecture materials are not available, the approach of utilizing the correlations between questions asked in a lecture becomes a good alternative to the approach of utilizing the correlation between questions and available lecture materials. Finally, it is shown that elimination of stopwords leads to better correlation estimation between questions, and leads to better categorization accuracy. Yet, elimination of stopwords from the feature space of classifiers or while calculating the correlation between questions and available lecture materials does not make a significant difference.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 introduces the data set used in this study. Section 4 describes the Support Vector Machines (SVM), Stopwords Removal, and Cosine Similarity with Tf-Idf and Okapi techniques. Section 5 proposes several approaches for the categorization of relevant and irrelevant questions. Section 6 discusses the experimental methodology. Section 7 presents the experiment results, and finally Section 8 concludes this work.
RELATED WORK
This section surveys related work on identification of relevant and irrelevant questions in a microblogging supported classroom.
Microblogging has recently been used as a communication tool between a student and the instructor [9] , [27] as well as with other students [3] , [7] , [30] . Although all of these works are similar in the sense that they use microblogging for educational purposes, their main focus is on how microblogging can be used academically [9] , [16] , [27] , and on how to analyze microblogging in the context of learning [3] , [7] , [30] . Yet, an important problem in microblogging supported classrooms and distance classrooms is that the number of questions an instructor receives from the students can be larger than what can be answered in a limited time. Therefore, there is the need to select the best questions to respond to [4] , [24] . For instance, an instructor can receive as many as 69 questions for a 50-minute lecture (see the Data section for more details), and this number can easily be even larger depending on the classroom size, clarity level of the lecture, participation level of students, etc.
Soh et al. attempt to solve this issue in their work on teacher agents with a question ranking capability that scores each question and tries to select the best questions for the teacher to respond to [24] . Question text and personalization (i.e., favoring question coming from a student who has been asking good questions) is used to differentiate between the relevant and irrelevant questions. Although question text and personalization are quite important for identifying relevant and irrelevant questions, their work ignores 1) using the correlation between questions and available lecture materials and 2) using the correlation among questions asked in a lecture.
In a recent work, Cetintas et al. show that using the correlation between questions asked in a lecture and the available lecture materials, along with question text and personalization, help to better identify relevant and irrelevant questions [4] . Yet, they do not consider using the correlation between questions themselves asked in a lecture. Furthermore, they do not consider the effect of stopwords removal on the classifier performance 1) when they are not removed for the bag-of-words representation of the input space of the classifiers; and 2) when the correlations among questions themselves and the correlation among questions and available lecture materials are calculated.
Other related work considers the community question answering environments that enable users to post their questions and have their questions answered by others, such as Yahoo! Answers [32] , WikiAnswers [31] , Baidu Zhidao [2] . A big portion of research in those environments focus on 1) how to find related questions and 2) how to mine questions and answers given a new question by a user [8] , [10] , [12] , [14] . However, the task of finding similar questions to a question of particular interest is different than the task of identifying the best questions to respond to in a lecture, and as Song et al. note [25] , none of those prior works address the usefulness of questions. Recently, studies by Song et al. and Sun et al. utilize users' interest in the questions to find the most useful questions [25] and to recommend questions when users browse questions by category [26] . Specifically, Sun et al. utilize users' votes on the questions for recommending questions. However, the latter research work does not consider personalization or the correlation among questions. Moreover, since the environment is not a classroom environment, it is not possible to see the effect of using available lecture materials on identifying the best questions to respond to, as no lecture materials are available.
DATA
Data collected from a personal finance class (a 300 level undergraduate course) during Fall 2009 has been used in this work. The microblogging tool, called HotSeat, is owned by Purdue University and has been developed by the third and the fourth authors. It is specialized for use in classroom, so it can be used for any course and fosters communication between a student with the instructor as well as with the other students. The instructor and students of a class are members of the microblogging class. For each lecture, a separate page is created so that students can post their short messages (of at most 200 characters) related with that particular lecture. As a property for educational environments, students are given the opportunity to be able to ask their questions anonymously depending on their will. The system also has a binary voting mechanism such that every question can get voted for and the number of votes a question gets indicates its popularity in the lecture. Overall, it can be seen as a counterpart of the public microblogging tools (e.g., Twitter) with the mentioned specializations (e.g., voting) for classroom use. Its user interface is similar to the publicly known tools in order to make it easier for the students to get used to it.
The study was conducted in a large classroom with 243 students during 24 lectures (each of them 50 minutes long). Data from the first four lectures are used for training and the remaining 20 lectures are used for testing. Each lecture has an average of 26.9 relevant questions with a standard deviation of 9.4 and 10.8 irrelevant questions with a standard deviation of 8.5. The largest total number of questions observed in a lecture is 69 and there is very limited number of repeated (or very similar) questions due to the voting system. Examples of relevant and irrelevant questions can be seen in Table 1 . We employ two human annotators (the first author and an expert in finance) and ask them to annotate each question as either being relevant or irrelevant. The annotators reach a Kappa of 0.868 on 162 questions (i.e., questions of the first four lectures) and therefore the rest of the data was annotated by the first annotator only. Every lecture has a publicly available presentation file relevant to the lecture and they are used as the available relevant lecture materials without any modification. The course has a syllabus file that discusses about course policies, exams, projects, quizzes, details about the utilization of HotSeat, participation grades, etc. (that are treated as irrelevant lecture materials), and this file is used as the available irrelevant lecture material without any modification. Note that there is only one irrelevant lecture material used in this work as the instructor has chosen to combine all the materials about course policies, exams, projects, etc., into a single file. It can be seen in Table 2 that that file is much longer than other available lecture materials as it is a combination of several documents. Details about the questions and available lecture materials can be found in Table 2 . A total of 118 students have participated by posting at least one question. Each student has 5.5 relevant questions on average with a standard deviation of 6.2 and 2.2 irrelevant questions with a standard deviation of 2.7. Out of 260 irrelevant questions, 132 of them got voted for by at least one student (1.9 times on average with a standard deviation of 0.9) and out of 645 relevant questions 276 of them got voted for at least once (0.9 times on average with a standard deviation of 1.6). Examples of voted relevant and irrelevant questions can be found in Table 1 .
Note that HotSeat is a university-owned, internal system that is currently being used at Purdue University. According to the university policy, the system or the private data from students cannot be shared with the public community at the moment.
TABLE 1 Examples of Relevant and Irrelevant Questions
Note the word capitalization mistakes at several questions, the distribution of votes and the distribution of stopwords among relevant and irrelevant questions.
TABLE 2 Statistics about Questions or Available Lecture Materials
The number of average terms for each sentence type after stopwords' removal under the without stopwords column; after avoiding stopwords' removal under the with stopwords column.
This section describes the techniques of Support Vector Machines, Stopwords Removal and Cosine Measure with Tf-Idf and Okapi.
Support Vector Machines
Microblogging questions/messages are in textual format; therefore, detecting their types can be treated as a text categorization (TC) problem [33] . Support Vector Machines have been shown to be one of the most accurate as well as widely used text categorization techniques [15] , [33] . In this work, the simplest linear version of SVM (i.e., with a linear kernel) was used as the TC classifier that can be formulated as a solution to an optimization problem as follows:
where d ! i is the ith document represented as a bag-of-words vector in the TC task; y i ¼ fÀ1; þ1g is the binary classification of d ! i . Note that, the positive class (i.e., y ¼ þ1) represents the relevant questions, and the negative class (i.e., y ¼ À1) represents the irrelevant questions. w ! , b are the parameters of the SVM model. C has the control over the trade-off between classification accuracy and margin, which is tuned empirically. The categorization threshold of each SVM classifier is learned by twofold cross validation in the training phase.
Stopwords Removal
As a common text preprocessing technique, stopword removal suggests that many of the most frequent terms in English such as why, where, he, she, there, is, etc., are not content words, because they appear almost in every document, do not carry important information about the context of the documents and should be removed [23] . However, prior research has also shown that stopwords can be useful for some text categorization tasks such as classifying math word problems with respect to their types [5] . In this paper, we investigate the effect of avoiding stopwords' removal over classifier performance in two ways: 1) when they are not removed from the bag-ofwords representation of the input space for the SVM classifiers; 2) when the correlations among questions themselves and the correlation among questions and available lecture materials are calculated with the cosine similarity measure. We used the Lemur information retrieval toolkit [17] for stopwords' removal and stemming (which is applied to the data for all the models). In particular, the INQUERY stopwords list and Porter stemmer were utilized, respectively [20] .
Cosine Similarity with Tf-Idf and Okapi
Cosine Similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors by calculating the cosine of the angle between them, which is commonly used in text mining to compare text documents. In this work, the similarity scores between questions are calculated as a measure of the correlation by the common Cosine measure [1] as follows:
where Q i is the ith question and Q j is the jth question in a lecture, Q ! i and Q ! j are sentences represented as the bagof-words vectors, and "Ã" denotes the dot product of these vectors. The correlation between questions and lecture materials are also calculated in the same way. We use two common weighting schemes, namely Tf-Idf [1] and Okapi [21] , along with the cosine measure to calculate both correlations. Tf-Idf uses term frequency and inverse document frequency (i.e., favoring discriminative terms that only reside in a small number of documents) and Okapi additionally considers document sizes by favoring shorter but relevant documents since longer documents have an advantage of being able to match more terms in Tf-Idf and score higher.
MODELS

Modeling with Terms and Personalization
Using individual features of questions (i.e., their bag-ofwords representations-which will be referred as terms) along with personalization to select the best questions to respond to has been shown to be a useful approach in a recent prior work [24] . It is intuitive to use personalization along with the terms of questions since different students have different question asking habits and some students tend to ask more relevant or irrelevant questions during the lectures than other students. Therefore, utilization of personalization features enables the classification model to adapt to students' different question asking habits by using the information from their past questions. In this work, we use two features for personalization: 1) percentage of relevant questions asked by a student, and 2) percentage of irrelevant questions asked by a student. An SVM classifier that only uses the terms of questions is used as a baseline along with another SVM classifier that uses personalization along with the terms. The two baseline classifiers will be referred as SVM_TermsOnly and SVM_TermsPers, respectively.
Modeling with Terms, Personalization, and Students' Votes
The effect of utilizing students' votes on the questions to select the best questions to respond to in a classroom environment has not been studied before. Yet, there is recent prior research [25] , [26] in the community question answering services. In such communities, a user asks a new question to the system, and the system finds past questions with answers relevant to the new question, in order to find relevant answers. In such a setting, utilizing the votes of users on the questions has been shown to be effective for searching relevant questions for a test question [25] , and for browsing questions by category to see the popular questions and answers in that category [26] . In this modeling approach, a new binary-valued feature, whether a question gets more than 5 percent of all votes in a lecture or not, is incorporated in addition to the terms and personalization features that has been mentioned before. This approach will be referred as SVM_TermsPersVotes.
Modeling with Terms, Personalization, and Similarity between Questions and Available Lecture Materials
In a lecture, it is intuitive that most relevant questions asked in a class will be related with the lecture being covered in class. This modeling approach makes use of this fact and adds three new features about the correlation between a question and available lecture materials (that may be relevant or irrelevant) to the set of baseline (i.e., terms and personalization) features, which have been shown to be effective in the recent work by Cetintas et al. [4] . Particularly, the added features in this work are the Cosine Similarity score 1) between a question and available relevant lecture material(s) of the current lecture, 2) between a question and all available relevant lecture materials of that course (i.e., in this work, sum of the similarity scores of top three most similar relevant materials are used), 3) between a question and all available nonrelevant lecture materials (i.e., in this work, the similarity score with the only irrelevant material is used: if there are more irrelevant materials, the approach in 2 can be used with the irrelevant materials). As an example, if an instructor prefers using the in class time to answer only the questions directly related with the topic and chooses to talk about quizzes, projects, homeworks, exams, etc., out of the class, then these topics can be used as irrelevant lecture materials. This modeling approach will be referred as SVM_TermsPersLMSim.
Modeling with Terms, Personalization and Similarity between Questions
By the nature of microblogging, the questions that are asked in class are often short, which makes the job of the classifiers harder due to data sparseness. Besides the terms and personalization features (i.e., the baseline features), another feature that utilizes the categorization decision of similar questions for a test question can be added. Particularly, the new feature, which can be called as qSim, can be calculated as follows:
where R j ðQ i Þ is the jth most similar question to question Q i , SV M T ermsP ersðR j ðQ j ÞÞ is the decision of the SVM_TermsPers (default) classifier for question R j ðQ i Þ, SimðQ i ; R j ðQ j ÞÞ is the Cosine Similarity between questions Q i and R j ðQ i Þ, and k is chosen to be 3. So, the new feature is the weighted sum of the classification decisions on the three most similar questions for a test question in a lecture. Note that k is chosen to be 3 in this work due to the fact that the total number of irrelevant questions that are correlated with irrelevant questions becomes comparable to the total number of relevant questions that are correlated with irrelevant questions at ranks k > 3 (shown in detail in Fig. 1d . On the other hand, at ranks k 3, higher number of irrelevant questions is correlated with other irrelevant questions, which is desired by this modeling approach.
This approach will be referred as SVM_TermsPersQSim.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY: EVALUATION METRIC
To evaluate the effectiveness of the relevant question selection task, we use the common F 1 measure, which is the harmonic mean of precision (p) and recall (r) [1] . Precision is the ratio of the correct categorizations by a model divided by all the categorizations of that model. Recall is the ratio of correct categorizations by a model divided by the total number of correct categorizations. A higher F 1 value indicates a high recall as well as a high precision.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the experimental results of the methods that are proposed in the Models section. All the models were evaluated on the data set described in the Data set section. An extensive set of experiments was conducted to address the following questions: The first set of experiments was conducted to compare SVM_TermsOnly, SVM_TermsPers, and SVM_TermsPers-Votes classifiers (details are given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) with each other on the categorization of relevant and irrelevant questions asked in a lecture. Their performance can be seen in Table 3 . It can be seen that the SVM_Term-sPers classifier outperforms both of SVM_TermsOnly and SVM_TermsPersVotes classifiers. Paired t-tests have been applied for this set of experiments (in different configurations), and statistical significance with p-value less than 0.01 has been achieved in favor of using personalization along with terms over using 1) only terms and 2) students' votes along with personalization and terms (in the case when stopwords are removed). Utilizing personalization along with terms is a better approach than using only terms of questions. This observation is consistent with prior research [24] . Using students' votes along with personalization and terms leads to a significantly lower (i.e., with p-value less than 0.01) performance than using only personalization and terms when stopwords are removed, and does not make a significant difference in performance (i.e., with p-value more than 0.01) when stopwords are included. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first set of experiments using students' votes for selecting the best questions to respond to in a classroom environment. Results show that, students' votes, unlike their positive effect in community questions answering systems [25] , [26] , should be carefully considered. This result may be explained by a previously reported fact that educational materials (i.e., questions) liked (i.e., voted) by users (i.e., students) may not be pedagogically good for them [28] .
Having the most accurate categorization results so far, SVM_TermsPers classifier is used as the main baseline for the rest of the experiments.
The Performance of Modeling with Terms,
Personalization, and the Similarity between Questions and Available Lecture Materials (i.e., SVM_TermsPersLMSim)
The second set of experiments was conducted to compare SVM_TermsPersLMSim and SVM_TermsPers classifiers, and their performance can be seen in Table 4 . It can be seen that the SVM_TermsPersLMSim classifier significantly outperforms (with p-value much less than 0.01) SVM_TermsPers classifier. Utilizing the correlations among Results of the SVM_TermsOnly, SVM_TermsPers, and SVM_TermsPersVotes classifiers in comparison to each other for two configurations: when stopwords are 1) removed and 2) not removed from the bag-of-words representation of the input space for the SVM classifiers. The performance is evaluated with the F 1 measure and "F 1 (precision, recall)" triplets are reported for each configuration of each classifier. questions and available lecture materials along with terms and personalization is a better approach than using only personalization and terms of questions. To assess the similarity between questions and available lecture materials, two common weighting schemes are used with the Cosine Similarity measure. It can be seen that Tf-Idf weighting scheme significantly outperforms (with p-value less than 0.01) Okapi weighting scheme for almost all of the experiments.
Personalization, and the Similarity between Questions (i.e., SVM_TermsPersQSim)
The third set of experiments was conducted to compare SVM_TermsPersQSim and SVM_TermsPers classifiers, and their performance can be seen in Table 4 . It can be seen that the SVM_TermsPersQSim classifier significantly outperforms (with p-value less than 0.01) SVM_TermsPers classifier and has a comparable performance (p-value more than 0.05) with SVM_TermsPersLMSim classifier. Utilizing the correlations among questions along with terms and personalization is 1) a better approach than only using personalization and terms of questions, and 2) comparable with using available lecture materials along with personalization and terms. This also shows that when there are not any lecture materials available, utilizing the correlation between questions can also be used as an effective alternative method. In further experimentation, a hybrid classifier that uses a basic combination of the features of SVM_TermsPersLMSim and SVM_TermsPersQSim approaches has been found to be not significantly different than the individual approaches. For weighting schemes, Table 4 also shows that Tf-Idf significantly outperforms (with p-value 0.01) Okapi for this set of experiments as well. It can also be seen in Table 4 that SVM_TermsPersLMSim has the best precision over all classifiers while SVM_Term-sPersQSim achieves the highest recall. It is important to note that, as this work deals with unbalanced positive and negative classes, a trivial classifier that accepts all questions as relevant will have an F 1 value of 0.867 with a precision value of 0.765 (as 76.5 percent of all test questions are relevant questions) and a recall value of 1. The F 1 value of this trivial classifier is comparable with the best performing classifiers presented in this work (while beating all others), and the recall achieves the perfect value (beating all the presented classifiers). On the other hand, it is important to note that precision is relatively more important than recall in this work, and the precision of the trivial classifier is significantly lower than the precision achieved by any of the presented classifiers (including the baseline classifier). The fact that the trivial classifier achieves a comparable F 1 value with the best performing classifiers shows that discriminating relevant and irrelevant questions in a microblogging supported classroom is a challenging task. The challenge is mainly due to two reasons. First, questions are short (as mentioned before) and this makes the classification task significantly harder due to data sparsity. Second, questions are asked about the topics in a limited domain (e.g., personal finance) that makes relevant and irrelevant questions highly correlated with each other (which can be observed in Figs. 1c and 1d) , and the high correlation makes the classification task significantly harder as well.
The Effect of Eliminating Stopwords
The fourth set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of including or excluding stopwords along with other words 1) as terms that constitute the feature space of the SVM models, and 2) as terms that constitute the feature space to be used by the Cosine Similarity to measure the similarity between questions in a lecture and the similarity between questions and available lecture materials.
It can be seen in Table 3 that including or excluding stopwords does not lead to consistent performance improvements (that are significant with p-value less than 0.01) over each other. Yet, including stopwords seems to be more robust and is consistent with prior work [24] ; therefore, it is chosen to be the default for the rest of the experiments (i.e., Table 4 ). In the same way, removing stopwords while calculating the correlations between questions and available lecture materials has been found to be not significantly different than including them, as can be seen in Table 4 . In further experimentation, removing stopwords from the feature space of all SVM classifiers has been found to be not significantly different from the reported results in Table 4 . The detailed results for this set of experiments can be seen in Table 5 . Removing stopwords from the feature space to be used by the Cosine Similarity while calculating the correlation between questions in a lecture has been found to be significantly (with p-value less than 0.01) better than including them (when Tf-Idf weighting scheme is used). Questions are short texts and correlations between short texts are highly effected by including or excluding stopwords. Terms such as when, how, why, it, they, are can lead to increased similarity between two unrelated questions that have those words in common. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that correlation estimation technique that includes stopwords finds many more similar questions for irrelevant questions (i.e., overestimate the similarity between questions). However, most of them are relevant questions, which should not be the case. Yet, the technique that excludes stopwords leads to more conservative similarity estimation and more irrelevant similar questions are found for the irrelevant test questions (especially at top ranks). In the same way, the correlation estimation technique that excludes stopwords finds much less similarity between relevant and irrelevant questions.
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a novel application of text categorization to identify relevant and irrelevant microblogging questions asked in a classroom. Several modeling approaches and several weighting or preprocessing configurations are studied for this application through extensive experiments. Empirical results show that utilizing personalization together with question text is more effective than only using question text. It has been shown to be beneficial to utilize the correlation among questions and available lecture materials as well as the correlations between questions asked in a lecture. Furthermore, it is found to be significantly more effective to remove stopwords when calculating the correlations among questions themselves. Finally, utilizing students' votes on questions is found not to be effective, although it has been shown to be useful in community question answering environments for question quality assessment.
There are several possibilities to extend the research. First, the SVM classifiers in this work are using single words as their features (i.e., unigram model); however, it is possible to utilize NLP techniques such as n-gram models and parts of speech (POS) tagging to further enrich the feature space. Though, it should be noted that user generated questions are prone to be ill formatted (i.e., misspellings and abbreviations are frequently encountered); therefore, it can be difficult to analyze them with NLP techniques [18] . Yet, in this work, majority of illformatted questions have only word capitalization mistakes that do not affect the techniques presented in this work. Therefore, this work does not explicitly deal with misspellings, abbreviations, etc., and use the questions as they are. In a similar work on question subjectivity analysis over user generated questions, it is noted that the gain acquired by using only the question text is comparable to the gain acquired by utilizing NLP, which generates more complex features. Therefore, using NLP is not worth the increased time and space complexity [18] . Yet, it is worthwhile to explore the effect of utilizing NLP on this application 1) to enrich the feature space and 2) to deal with the ill-formatted questions in a separate work thoroughly. Second, only one course is used for experimentation in this work. More courses can be used to assess the robustness of the proposed algorithms. Future work will be conducted mainly in those directions. Results of the SVM_TermsPersLMSim and SVM_TermsPersQSim classifiers are shown in comparison to SVM_TermsPers classifier for one main configuration: when stopwords are 1) removed and 2) not removed for the bag-of-words representation of the input space for the SVM classifiers. Note that the Tf-Idf weighting scheme is used with Cosine Similarity for SVM_TermsPersLMSim and SVM_TermsPersQSim classifiers and stopwords are removed during the estimation of the correlation between questions (i.e., for SVM_TermsPersQSim) and between questions and available lecture materials (i.e., for SVM_TermsPersLMSim). The performance is evaluated with the F 1 measure and "F 1 (precision, recall)" triplets are reported for each configuration of each classifier.
